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Microsoft MS-DOS 2.11 [Data General OEM]
http://vetusware.com/download/Microsoft%20MS-DOS%202.11%20%5BData%20General%20OE
M%5D/?id=12793
This is MSDOS 2.11 that shipped with the Data General One in 1984.  This archive contains one
720k 3.5" raw disk image.

Microsoft MS-DOS 3.20 [Data General OEM r4.00]
http://vetusware.com/download/Microsoft%20MS-DOS%203.20%20%5BData%20General%20OE
M%20r4.00%5D/?id=12794
This is the OEM customized version of MS-DOS 3.20 for Data General computers.  This archive
contains one 720k 3.5" raw disk image.

PFS Graph Version A:02
http://vetusware.com/download/PFS%20Graph%20Version%20A_02/?id=12798
The GRAPH program makes it easy to produce attractive graphs as a standard part of your
business or personal repertoire. With GRAPH, you can organize your data into one of three types
of graph bar, line, or pie. GRAPH can accept data directly from the keyboard or it can retrieve
data from VisiCalc or PFS files.   This archive contains three 160K disk images: Disk 1:
PFS:Graph Disk 2: Sampler Disk 3: PFS:Graph Spare Copy   Important: These disks contain copy
protection. You must use the appropriate tool to write the images to a real disk, or use an
emulator that supports one of the copy protected disk image formats.   For your convenience, an
unprotect has been applied to the raw disk  image and extracted file set.    Designed for use with
PC-DOS 1.0 or higher.

PFS:File Version A:01
http://vetusware.com/download/PFS_File%20Version%20A_01/?id=12797
PFS File is a flat-file database that lets you create entry forms, store data, and retrieve it in
various ways.   This archive contains two 160K disk images. A master copy, and a "spare" copy.  
Important: These disks contain copy protection. You must use the appropriate tool to write the
images to a real disk, or use an emulator that supports one of the copy protected disk image
formats.   For your convenience, an unprotect has been applied to the raw disk  image and
extracted file set.    Designed for use with PC-DOS 1.0 and higher.

Survey Pro 1.00
http://vetusware.com/download/Survey%20Pro%201.00/?id=12792
Survey Pro is a tool for creating and managing easy to use surveys on  desktop computers.
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